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Specific objectives for the period (Numbered List)
1. Education. We aim to teach first of all within the committee, showing to our members that at
web page there is a POLICY STATEMENTS RELATED TO UNITY WITH DIVERSITY.
https://www.oa.org/pdfs/unity_diversity_policy.pdf.
2. Communications. The foundation of POLICY STATEMENTS RELATED TO UNITY WITH
DIVERSITY is no only tradition 1, but tradition 3. Is not only UNITY, but the
IDENTIFICATION.
3. Only one message. We are united by our common disease and the solution we have found
in the OA program. OA's message is one in different languages and different cultures but
one.
4. One o one contact. E-mail correspondence between assemblies with people in sub
committees established: young people, Spanish speakers, African – American people,
anorexic / bulimic.

Actions /Activities conducted toward objectives (List by Objective)
1. Updated members on our previous progress
2. Re-edited the UWD pamphlet
3. Created a survey on Google Docs to assess which special interest group should be focused
on first.
4. Started the process of researching how to disseminate information regarding already
existing Skype groups in other languages as well as create more Skype meetings for other
special interest groups (hybrid face-to-face and skype meetings)

Projections for the next period
1. Create procedure for projects/translations between committee members so that work gets
done in a timely and efficient manner.
2. Finish and disseminate survey to Intergroups that assesses which “special interest groups”
should we focus on first. (There are so many groups and we need to figure out which area
we address 1st, 2nd 3rd etc.) Which “special interest groups” do Intergroups perceive to be in
the most need and focused on first?

3. We will contact another 12 step fellowships to find out how they addressed issues with
under aged members.
4. We will read and analyze their policies and procedures in Tampa (see above) and decide
what we can use.
5. Skype workshops. We will create a pamphlet to educate groups on what Skype workshops
already exist and how to become part of these. Currently there are workshops that already
exist in Spanish. This would allow areas with a minority of Spanish speakers to connect to
the wider world of OA. (Maybe hybrid meetings of face to face and skype)
6. Create a list of young people’s numbers so that they can become connected to each other
even if they live in different parts of the world.
7. Make a “pilot” translation and then analyze how it went (procedure, ease of translation)
8. Approach WSO with our already translated materials. IF THEY WANT, they can volunteer to
be a second set of eyes on the translation and use any materials they want. They may pay
to have things translated. This would make it less expensive to just “edit” as opposed to a
complete translation.
9. Portuguese translations placed Soar 8 website.
10. One to one approach with African American group in middle Tennessee intergroup, in
Triangle IG, in Atlanta IG, in Cola IG.
11. Share what has worked through (our results) in an electronic brochure by mail every month.
12. Translate the power point presentation “ACCION ES LA PALABRA MAGICA” into English.
13. Make the translation to Spanish of young people´s suggested meeting format and present it
at the others members in the subcommittee.
14. We continue supporting the special group project for the LGBT community in R8.
15. Would like to propose to the committee, that reviews the “newcomer orientation video” and
the “sponsorship training workshop” it could even be published on the UWD R8 website.
16. Any suggestions on how to best make young people´s suggested meeting format known to
our groups or intergroups.
17. Will be to coordinate with IGOR committee the best way to make “sponsorship groups and
intergroups requiring our help for special focus meetings" available to other intergroups, and
with the tech web committee to display it on the page.
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